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Gluon self-interaction

 asymptotic freedom
 non-perturvative vacuum
 color confinement
 chiral symmetry breaking
 phase transition at finite 𝑇, 𝜇
…

 Hadron structure
 Neutron stars
 early Universe
…

Complemental use of experiments, simulations, 
as well as theories, is indispensable!
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Real Experiment
“HIC”

Virtual Experiment
“LAT”

Relativistic 
Heavy-Ion Collisions

Lattice QCD
Numerical Simulations

Their complementary use is crucial!
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future facilities
ex. J-PARC @ Tokai



Detector

STAR, PRL105 (2010)

Cumulants



Gaussian fluctuations
diverge at the QCD-CP

 Higher order cumulants change 
sign at the phase boundary

Asakawa, Ejiri, MK, 2009

 Steeper divergence for higher-order cumulants Stephanov, 2009



 Nonzero and non-Poissonian cumulants 
are experimentally established.

STAR, PRC 2020 [2001.06419]

suppression?



Critical slowing 
down around CP

diffusion of 
fluctuations

Proper understanding of the time evolution of 
fluctuations is indispensable.

initial
fluctuations



MK+, PLB (’14); MK, NPA (’15)

 Non-monotonic Δ𝑦 dependence can emerge 

reflecting the dynamical history.

 Higher order cumulants
in stochastic diffusion equation

 Evolution near CP
in diffusion master equation

Sakaida+ (’18) Pihan+, 2205.12834



2nd-order PT at
 QCD-CP
 Color superconductivity

Formation of soft modes
fluctuation of order parameter

Photon emission?

Nishimura, MK, Kunihiro, PTEP ’22; in prep.

Aslamasov-Larkin
Photon self-energy
→Photon (dilepton) emission

Maki-Thompson

DoS



Red: fluctuation contribution
Blue: free quarks

 Diquark fluctuations give rise to anomalous enhancement  in 
the low energy-momentum region for 𝑇 < 1.5𝑇𝑐.

Nishimura, MK, Kunihiro,
PTEP, 2201.01963



electromagnetic waves

gravitational waves

leptons, 
photons

hadronic observables

time scale：10-1s

time scale：10-22s
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u,d (degenerate) quark mass

 Columbia plot
= order of phase tr. at 𝜇 = 0

 Phase Diagram

on the 𝑇 −𝑚𝑞 plane

Critical 
Point

Various orders of phase transition with variation of  𝑚𝑞.
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Ising Model

𝑉 = ∞

smaller 𝑉

 Sudden change of 𝐵4 is smeared by the finite-size effect.
 𝐵4 obtained for various 𝑉 has crossing at 𝑡 = 0.
 At the crossing point, 𝐵4 = 1.604 in 𝑍2 universality class.

Binder Cumulant

1.604 for 𝑍2



 Light-quark region  Heavy-quark region
Cuteri , Philipsen , Schön, Sciarra, ’21Kuramashi, Nakamura, Ohno, Takeda, ’20

𝑁𝑡 = 12, 𝐿𝑇 < 2.7 𝑁𝑡 = 10, 𝐿𝑇 ≤ 6

 Statistically-significant deviation of the 
crossing point from the 3d-Ising value.

Large non-singular contribution?



 Coarse lattice: 𝑁𝑡 = 4
 But large spatial volume:

𝐿𝑇 = 𝑁𝑠 / 𝑁𝑡 ≤ 12

 Hopping-param. (~1/𝑚𝑞) expansion

Monte-Calro with LO action
 High statistical analysis

Simulation params.

Kiyohara, MK, Ejiri, Kanaya, PRD, 2021



 𝐵4 and 𝜈 are consistent with 𝑍2 universality class 
only when 𝐿𝑇 ≥ 9 data are used for the analysis.

Z2
𝐿𝑇 ≥ 9
𝐿𝑇 ≥ 8

Kiyohara, MK, Ejiri, Kanaya, PRD, 2021
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EMT operator on the lattice

 Naïve definition is problematic due to violation of 
translational symmetry on the lattice.

 EMT operator defined through the gradient flow

Suzuki, 2013; FlowQCD, 2014~; WHOT-QCD, 2016~



FlowQCD, 2014; 2016;
Iritani, MK, Suzuki, Takaura, 2019

□: SFtX

Conventional
from thermodynamic relations

Our method (SFtX)
expectation value of 𝑇𝜇𝜈

Thermodynamics quantities 
measured by completely different 
method agrees within 1% level.



Nature, 557, 396 (2018)

Pressure @ proton EMT distribution @ pion

Kumano, Song, Teryaev (2018)

EMT distribution inside hadrons now accessible??

Measurement will be refined at the EIC.



Lattice simulation
SU(3) Yang-Mills
a=0.029 fm
R=0.69 fm
t/a2=2.0

FlowQCD, PLB (2019)

pulling pushing

ー

 Distortion of field, line of field
 Propagation of the force as local interaction
Manifestly gauge invariant

Definite physical meaning



E

➢ Parallel to field: Pulling
➢ Vertical to field: Pushing

pulling

pushing

Maxwell



SU(3) Yang-Mills
(quantum)

Maxwell
(classical)

Propagation of the force is clearly different 
in YM and Maxwell theories! 



 Degeneracy:
 Separation:
 Nonzero trace anomaly

Separation

In Maxwell theory



 AH model can reproduce lattice results qualitatively.
 But, all parameters are rejected quantitatively.

Yanagihara, MK (2019)

EMT in Abelian-Higgs model

Lattice



 Classical vortex is unstable against quantum fluctuations
 Quantum effects give rise to
 Luscher term in potential Luscher (1981)

 Fattening of the tube Luscher, Munster, Weisz (1981)

How do these effects modify EMT distribution?



𝜙4 Theory in 1+1d  Soliton (kink)

Quantum effect on EMT at 1-loop order

Confirmation of 
EMT conservation

Ito, MK, in prep.



 Relativistic HIC and lattice simulations are 
invaluable tools for revealing non-perturbative 
aspects of QCD. Active researches are ongoing.

 Looking forward to exchanging research ideas 
with you!





 Distortion of field, line of the field
 Propagation of the force as local interaction

length:

pulling pushing

Definite physical meaning



pure gauge

massless
3-flavor

massless
2-flavor

u,d (degenerate) quark mass
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